
ACRL Instruction Section 
Executive Committee Meeting II 
2005 ALA Annual Conference – Chicago, IL 
 
Tuesday, June 28, 2005, 9:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m. 
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 5A 
 
Members Present: Susan Beck (Member-at-Large), Lori DuBois (Secretary), Elizabeth Dupuis 
(Chair), Keith Gresham (Past Chair), Lisa Janicke Hinchliffe (Vice-Chair/Chair-Elect), Debbie 
Tenofsky (Member-at-Large), Clay Williams (Member-at-Large) 
 
Members Absent: None 
 
Visitors: Jennifer Dorner (incoming Vice-Chair/Chair-Elect), Mary MacDonald (incoming 
Member-at-Large), Mary Jane Petrowski (ACRL Staff Liaison) 
 

I. Welcome and Introductions and Call for Additions and Revisions to the Agenda 
 

II. Information Literacy Advisory Committee Reports (Keith Gresham) 
 
A. IS Past Chair is the facilitator of the group and the IS Chair is a member. 
B. Annual meeting continued Midwinter discussion regarding the process and 

procedures for Sections to modify performance indicators from the Information 
Literacy Standards for Higher Education and create discipline-specific 
interpretations. 

C. Science and Technology Section’s document was ready in the spring.  Mary Ellen 
Davis brought together a review body consisting of Craig Gibson, Bonnie Gratch 
Lindauer, Susan Barnes Whyte, and Lori Goetsch.  STS revised and submitted to the 
ACRL Standards and Accreditation Committee, which voted to accept and send it on 
to the ACRL Board. 

D. Lingering questions: What is the role of ILAC?  What is IS’s role? 
E. A small working group will be pulled together this summer/fall to draft a process for 

review of similar documents in the future.  
 

III. IS of the Future  
 
A. Comments from IS Public Review (Elizabeth Dupuis) 

• Public Review took place Saturday evening.  All Exec members were in 
attendance.  The feedback will be considered during today’s discussions. 

 
B. Standing Committees and Charges (Elizabeth Dupuis) 

• We affirmed the following standing committees would exist in 2006-2007 
though perhaps with modifications to their charges: Awards, Conference 
Planning, Education, Instruction for Diverse Populations, Membership, 
Nominating, Peer-Reviewed Instructional Materials, Policy and Publications 
Review, and Research and Scholarship 

• One of our guiding principles is that ongoing publications will be owned by a 
standing committee, which would review the documents each year. 

• Communication and Planning: we discussed merging these two committees 
through e-mail.  At the Public Review, members questioned whether this 



merger makes sense.  ACRL’s planning process may become more 
continuous strategic planning, which would mean a medium-level of activity 
with occasional high-level of activity for the Planning Committee.  Decision: 
postpone discussion about possible merger until after the strategic planning 
process is completed.  Retain separate Communication Committee and 
Planning Committee until then. 

• Information Literacy in the Disciplines: new committee approved which 
would manage the Information Literacy in the Disciplines website (from 
Teaching Methods) and International Information Literacy Standards (from 
Instruction for Diverse Populations) 

• Instructional Strategies: Proposed new name for Teaching Methods.  
Decision: keep as a standing committee; retain Teaching Methods name. 

• Instructional Technologies: Proposed new name for Emerging Technologies 
in Instruction.  Would continue doing InfoTech Tips and Trends and take 
over Classroom Control Systems (from Teaching Methods).  Discussion: 
most people want to learn about emerging technologies, unclear if these 
projects would be best suited to other standing committees.  Politically 
should we have a technology-related IS committee to stake a claim? 
Decision: Affirmed that Classroom Control Systems document is important 
to continue doing.  Will wait until we have finished discussion of Current 
Issues Discussion Groups proposal and review charges. 

• Management of Instructional Services: would manage three new documents: 
Analysis of Instructional Environments, Management Survey of Library 
Instruction Training Programs, and Proficiencies for Instruction Librarians, 
and oversee a mentor program should IS approve that initiative.  Debated 
new name and agreed on Management and Leadership.   

• Professional Development: set aside until we decide on Current Issues 
Discussion Group proposal 

• Charges:  Looked at charge proposed by Education.  Agreed that Education 
should not do review of Information Literacy literature.  Education’s charge 
will be reviewed with all other committee charges this year.  

 
C. Discussion Groups (Elizabeth Dupuis) 

• Exec members still support idea and rationale of discussion groups, but many 
questions remain in terms of the process. 

• Agreed that Exec would not manage the discussion groups and only the 
chair/co-chair would be appointed, no members.   

• Need to decide which committee would issue call for proposals and manage 
the discussion groups, how formal the discussion groups would be (IS of the 
Future envisioned a less formal/structured approach), whether the discussion 
group would be led by one or two people, number of groups each year, and 
what products we want (e.g., a framing document to be sent out beforehand 
to promote discussion). 

• Formality: could range from just booking a timeslot and have it be 
completely open with no leader, to standing committee doing discussions, to 
formalized proposal with end-product 

• What committee: Discussion Group Steering Committee, a new standing 
committee.  It would oversee the discussion groups and maintain related tips 
documents  



• These discussion groups would replace Teaching Method’s Brainstorming 
and MIS’s Bright Ideas discussions.  Would preserve Midwinter Discussion 
Forum for Section business.  However, the steering committee would need to 
ensure a variety and balance of discussion topics in choosing among 
proposals. 

• Call for proposals would be once per year, but the person proposing the 
discussion would identify which month they plan to host the discussion. 

• The person proposing the discussion group would be appointed as the 
convener/co-convener (not as a chair/co-chair) 

 
D. Next Steps 

• Finalizing Discussion Groups issue process: create best final document, put 
out for round of comments and revisions, and vote.  Target start date 
2006/2007.  By September Lisa will have a revised draft of the discussion 
group proposal addressing implementation.  Beth will send Lisa the e-mails 
with our discussions of the discussion groups proposal, and share this 
information with the new Exec members. 

• Standing Committees: we have agreed on the list of standing committees, but 
we need to work on the charges.  Jennifer and Clay will work on revising the 
charges by September.  Will do one sample charge as a model by mid-July. 

• Review links on the committee volunteer form to make sure that it is clear 
that committees work on a set of defined, on-going projects.  

 
IV. Discussion Items 

A. Intern responsibilities (Elizabeth Dupuis) 
• Issue came up in the IS of the Future Midwinter discussion that we change 

our interns to communications officers who in addition to taking minutes 
would maintain the committee web page and submit newsletter articles.  
Through e-mail discussions we voted retain the title “intern,” affirmed that 
they would do the notes, and agreed that they would update the committee 
web page (the volunteer form asks whether the person has web skills).  
Agreed that the committee chair should continue to submit newsletter 
articles.  Agreed to remove intern responsibility for gathering materials for 
archives. Added conference attendance to responsibilities 

B. Administrator positions - load balancing/virtual option (Elizabeth Dupuis) 
• Revisited administrator positions while reviewing standing committees.  In e-

mail discussions, we agreed that the administrators would remain members 
of the Communication Committee.  Newsletter and Web administrators 
would remain ex-officio members of Advisory Council; ILI-L and 
Committee Listserv administrators would not be on Advisory Council.   

• By e-mail we discussed whether ILI-L and Committee Listserv 
administrators could be virtual appointments.  We decided that the candidates 
for the positions should not have the decision making power to determine 
whether their position would be virtual.  Voted that these positions should be 
virtual beginning with the next time they are appointed. 

• Load balancing: usually we have two administrator positions that need to be 
filled each year, but we got off cycle with the resignation of the Web 
administrator last year.  Applications for ILI-L, Newsletter Editor, and Web 
administrators come up in Dec. 2005.  Need to decide whether someone 
would be willing to continue one more year or appoint one of the positions 



for one year.  Decision: Exec Liaison (the IS Chair) will be in touch with the 
Communications Committee chair to invite the current Newsletter Editor to 
continue for a year; if not accepted, will approach ILI-L Administrator.  
After Annual, we verified that the Web Administrators agreed to complete 
the final year of the previous administrator's term and continue in another 
two-year term from 2005-2007 so there is no longer a concern about re-
balancing the positions up for selection in 2005-2006. 

C. Publication Editor/Task Force for ILI Handbook (Keith Gresham) 
• Got approval from the ACRL New Publications Advisory Board to go 

forward with the publication.   
• Who will edit the publication? Decided that we would put out a call for an 

individual or team to edit the publication, similar to Choice’s call for editors 
for Resources for College Libraries.  Beth will draft a call to go out in the 
mid-to-late-summer with a deadline for applications set at September 30.  
Exec would make decision by October 30. 

• Do we need a publication task force?  Yes, we should appoint editor(s) as a 
task force so that they have some responsibility to IS Exec.  If editor(s) want 
additional people to help with tasks they can approach the Vice-Chair to 
appoint members to the task force. Inconsistencies between sections of the 
Publication Manual suggest that it may need to be reconsidered holistically.  

• Proposed timeline: in application proposal have applicants say what their 
proposed timeline would be to have a finished manuscript by spring 2007.  
Hugh at ACRL needs to know when final manuscript would be done to set 
the production schedule.   

D. IS Web Site Redesign (Lisa Janicke Hinchliffe and Susan Beck) 
• Lisa has appointed members with web skills to the Communications 

Committee so that the redesign can be handled within the committee.  Re-
design will focus on the front page to begin.  

E. Communication’s BI-L Archives to ALA servers (Susan Beck) 
• Archives have been moved.  Drew will be sending file with instructions for 

Exec to test the search engine interface for the archives.  Some members of 
Communications have already tested.  Deadline for feedback from Exec: 
August 1. 

F. Communication’s Tips for Updating the Bibliography… (Susan Beck) 
• Under Formatting of the Bibliography, Citation style, change Chicago 

Manual of Style, 15th to “current edition of the Chicago Manual of Style. 
• Under Exclude the Following Types of Web Publications, add “Internal” 

before Publications by the Section. 
• Tips approved with these revisions. 

G. Communication’s Bibliography of Publications by/about IS (Susan Beck) 
• Bibliography has not yet been updated because of changes in the tips 

document.  Document will also need to be marked-up. 
H. Education’s Instruction Courses by Library School/JELIS article (Susan Beck) 

• Article summarizes library school courses focusing on instruction.  Two 
members of the committee have worked on the article (doing research, 
gathering data, and contacting library school deans for further information).  
Short article would be offered to C&RL News.  Have reminded chair that this 
article is a Type 3 document and needs to follow procedures for this type of 
publication.  Article should be ready by early August.  We need to touch base 
with ACRL Board about this project.  For now, Exec liaison will ask chair to 



pass all materials for the project, including information about the 
methodology, to the new chair.  If article is published it will indicate that it 
comes from the committee, including the names of the committee members 
and years on the committee. 

I. Emerging Technologies’ PRIMO move to ALA servers (Lori DuBois) 
• PRIMO has been moved to the ALA server.  It has all the functionality we 

currently have in the database at Colgate.  There are still a few upgrades we 
requested (e.g. reporting functions) that need to be finished.  Lori will 
continue to work with the ALA programmer. 

J. IDP’s International Information Literacy list (Clay Williams) 
• Chair has assigned parts of the project to committee members.  Have been 

cautioned that terminology may be different in other countries.  Nothing is 
ready for approval yet. 

K. IDP’s Multilingual Glossary (Clay Williams) 
• Made changes that Exec wanted in the scope and audience.  Will have a final 

draft by July 1. 
L. Management’s Inventory Project (Clay Williams) 

• We have approved their proposal to have committee members look at 
training programs at their own institutions.  During this process they may 
come up with questions they would like to ask more widely.  If such a survey 
develops, it needs to come to Exec for approval. 

M. Membership's recommendations about IS dinner and soiree (Lori DuBois) 
• Membership submitted a report on the results of the soiree survey, 

recommending that the soiree be offered again.  They will be doing another 
survey of IS dinner attendees and non-attendees to make a recommendation 
about continuing the dinner.  Need to know recommendation for Midwinter 
so that Local Arrangements person can determine the type of event to plan.  
Exec decided that we will do a soiree for Midwinter 2006.  Membership 
should submit a recommendation based on the dinner survey by September. 

N. Membership's dropped member survey (Lori DuBois) 
• Membership proposed that we have a shorter survey like the University 

Libraries Section’s survey.  Exec approved.  We also need to share 
comments with ALA/ACRL about ALA/ACRL issues that are out of our 
control.  Overall, our membership has increased 6% since this time last year. 

O. Membership's report about use of SurveyMonkey.com (Lori DuBois) 
• Report was just received.  It will be forwarded to Exec after the conference.  

SurveyMonkey worked well for the committee, but the accounts are based on 
individual subscriptions.  Committee had asked for money to subscribe to 
SurveyMonkey, but they found that the free version had enough 
functionality.  If ALA's online community software has good survey tool, 
committee recommends using it over SurveyMonkey due to its monthly 
billing and one-user focused subscription model.  Committee is currently 
working on how to transfer the survey questions to the new chair.   

P. Planning’s planning process recommendations (Debbie Tenofsky) 
• Charged with review of the planning process before we found out about 

ACRL’s change to the planning process; we will need to reconsider planning 
timelines.  Planning submitted a report with recommendations for changes in 
the planning process based on feedback from Advisory and Exec.  Because 
this report was received at the conference, we were unable to act on the 



proposed recommendations during the meeting.  We will plan to give 
feedback to the committee in July. 

Q. Planning’s measurable data collection (Debbie Tenofsky) 
• Will discuss this item this fall along with the other planning process 

recommendations. 
R. Policy’s Endorsements statement (Lisa Janicke Hinchliffe) 

• We try to follow ACRL policies, but ACRL doesn’t have procedures for 
when they make endorsements.  As written the policy seems too 
prescriptive—“The IS Executive Committee must base all decisions relating 
to requests for endorsement or other forms of support on whether the request 
meets all of the following criteria”  Suggested revision: “The IS Executive 
Committee will normally examine how well the project, initiative, or product 
in question:”  Requests for endorsements will be submitted to the IS Chair by 
e-mail, not through an online form as proposed by the Policy Committee.  
Endorsements policy approved with these revisions. 

S. Policy’s Virtual Members statement (Lisa Janicke Hinchliffe) 
• Since Policy created this statement, ALA changed its percentage to 50%.  

We voted to follow ALA policy, not make it more restrictive.  Applies only 
to virtual members on in-person committees, not virtual committees.  This 
policy doesn’t obligate us to have virtual members; it just makes it possible.  
Make our statement generic that we follow ALA policy with a link to the 
current ALA policy.  Virtual members statement approved with these 
revisions. 

T. Policy's Publication Policies and Procedures Manual updates (Lisa Janicke 
Hinchliffe) 
• Chicago Manual of Style—saying current edition instead of 15th 
• Should there be two versions—HTML and PDF.  Problem with PDF is that it 

needs to be generated from a Word document, which needs to be passed on 
to the next chair.  HTML requires extensive work from the Web 
Administrators. Exec recommends that Policy only maintain the PDF version 
and remove the HTML version from the IS web site. 

• Author Guidelines leave as is until the entire Publication Manual is re-
written. 

U. IIL Best Practices proposal (Elizabeth Dupuis) 
• The Institute for Information Literacy’s Executive Committee has voted to 

approve asking IS to take on the ongoing component of the Best Practices 
project.  Exec will be getting an official proposal to consider soon. 

V. Online community software (Elizabeth Dupuis) 
• Beth, Lisa, and Susan tested the online community software and submitted 

many comments to ACRL.  We have expressed our interested in participating 
in future testing and receiving feedback in response to our suggestions and 
questions.   

W. ACRL's action planning and environmental scanning process (Elizabeth Dupuis) 
• ACRL’s new strategic planning process involves an environmental scan of 

potential factors that are likely to affect our abilities to meet our strategic 
goals.  IS will submit one response to the “5-10 Year Planning Horizon 
Assumptions About the Relevant Future for Academic and Research 
Libraries and Librarians” information request.  Lisa will facilitate our 
response.  The environmental scan may become an annual task; perhaps 
Planning will complete it in the future 



 
V. Approval of List of Executive Committee Actions (January – June 2005) 

A. Changes 
• Executive Committee, bullet #13, re-word as “Approved submitting the 

revised Publication Proposal for Information Literacy Instruction Handbook 
to ACRL for approval (April)” 

• Executive Committee, bullet #26, change “ACRL Awards Committee” to 
“ACRL Awards Task Force”. 

• Under Conference Program, add Approved 2006 Conference Program 
Planning topic proposal (April) 

VI. Final words 
• Beth extended her thanks and gratitude to members of Exec.  Exec thanked Beth for her 

work as Chair this year.   
 
Meeting adjourned at 1:00 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 
Lori DuBois 
IS Secretary 
 
 
 
Action Items: 
 

• Beth: send Lisa Exec's previous e-mail discussions of discussion groups (in July) 
• Beth: ask Mary Jane for a copy of the Choice call for editors (in July) 
• Beth: revise Executive Committee Actions (Jan-June) for IS web site (in July) 
• Clay: post IDP's draft of Multilingual Glossary for Exec review (in July) 
• Jennifer: create a sample charge for one IS standing committee (by mid-July) 
• Susan: send details about BI-L/ILI-L archives to Exec for review (by mid-July) 
• Lisa: initiate Exec discussion about discussion groups (by August) 
• Lisa: determine process for discussing Planning's recommendations (by August) 
• Beth: draft a call for applications for editor(s) of the new IS publication (by August)  
• Beth: ensure intern responsibilities updated throughout IS web site (by August) 
• Lisa: gather Exec's response to the environmental scan document (by August)  
• Lisa: invite current Newsletter Editor to serve an additional one year (by August) 
• Everyone: feedback on searching the BI-L/ILI-L archives (by August) 
• Lisa: facilitate decision about discussion groups proposal and implementation (by 

September) 
• Jennifer and Clay: create draft charges for all IS standing committees (by September) 

 


